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Introduction

The U-Topia Metaverse, is an evolving metaverse, with a Play-to-Earn model, and a

DAO governance, that aims to target the mainstream media and merge a world

welcoming blockchain and crypto enthusiasts, gamers, and streamers all in one. This

metaverse is unique, as it addresses all flaws observed in other metaverses. We

believe that we can make a better metaverse, one that is more accessible, with a better

interface, and with equal opportunity.

U-Topia Metaverse will have 5 different kinds of lands inside the metaverse for different

purposes. The lands will be known as

● Music Land

● Fashion and Commerce Land

● Sports Land

● Innovation Land and

● U-Topia Official Game.

The U-USD is a corporate token, being classified only as a balance token and storage

of value. It is an ERC-20 token that can be used inside the Metaverse. It will have an

unlimited token supply based on the collateral of the U-Treasury. U-USD holders can

use this to acquire virtual real estate land, purchase wearables, stake, and mint NFTs,

purchase U-Gold, and buy other in-game assets. These tokens will be available at the

U-Topia Exchange where U-USD holders can trade them with fiat and cryptocurrency.

U-USD is the metaverse currency therefore, everything will be purchased and sold with

the use of U-USD.

U-Gold is the in-game currency that players may use to buy and trade low-cost assets

things in the game, such as guns, shields, and armor. This token has a Proof of Game

Standard allowing the unlimited supply of the currency by user engagement, this

currency would be accepted in the exchange only for purchasing purposes.
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The Big Question: Why do this?

Metaverse is a notion that will improve the entire internet experience to a

three-dimensional realm. This implies that, with the right technology, like VR headsets,

customers would be able to quickly teleport to their preferred shop and put on clothing

before buying them from the convenience of their own house.

People will be able to construct a digital replica of themselves that will act as their virtual

counterpart once they enter the Metaverse. It is uncertain if there will be only one

metaverse in the future or a slew of them. Still, several organizations are presently

competing in regard to quality to build the greatest metaverse offering and obtain the

maximum share of the market.

According to JP Morgan, the metaverse offers opportunities to

Consumers who might not have to drive to the office each day courtesy of the

Metaverse, as they will be able to sprout in their company’s meeting hall in the twinkling

of an eye.

This is also the point at which things start to become fascinating. If we assume that just

one metaverse project will succeed, businesses and other entities must pay a fee to

participate in the Metaverse. Several metaverse projects are now auctioning off land

and structures to the highest bidders.
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What differentiates us?

Arising blockchain games and Metaverses have some noticeable lapses. The common

factor in blockchain games is that it is only accessible to wealthy people, defeating the

purpose of building an alternative universe for a better social impact.

It requires users to purchase expensive assets to gain access to the game. Platforms

lack interoperability, which limits the engagement of the players. Plots are expensive

and activities are limited.

Therefore, we are bringing a solution to all the problems in the earlier attempts at the

metaverse. Our Metaverse called U-Topia will be more accessible, with a better

interface, and with equal opportunity.
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The Rise of P2E Gaming

The gaming business is estimated to be worth $180 billion globally. The global

pandemic caused by COVID-19 provided significant tailwinds for gaming growth in

2020, which persisted into 2021. By far the greatest sector of gamers is found in the

Asia Pacific region.

Video game players are now seen favorably. The main cause of this perceptual shift is

GameFi. GameFi is a new concept for monetizing blockchain-based games. It is often

referred to as a “play-to-earn (P2E)” game.

With the ability to earn, trade, and convert digital assets into fiat, so-called “gaming

addicts” whose parents were concerned are now making money from their skills and

providing a stable income for their families.

Gamers have achieved celebrity status as a result of the growing popularity of esports,

streaming platforms, and expensive sponsorship agreements. Ninja, the highest-paid

Fortnite player, makes an estimated $500,000 a month through streaming.

P2E games, unlike traditional gaming, return the bulk of their monetary worth to the

players. Not only that but the opportunity to earn is democratized for players of all skill

levels.

GameFi is turning the lives of people around the world but it can also come at the cost

of people spending more time in virtual reality than in the real world chasing big money

in the sector. What needs to be realized is that there should be a boundary between the

physical and the virtual ecosystem.

U-Topia Metaverse aims to do that by building the first ethical metaverse which is not

only ushering in a new era of metaverses but also fostering a healthy mental state to be

maintained by keeping a balance between the physical and digital worlds.
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Goals of the Economy

Certainly, the goal of the U-Topia Metaverse Economy is to align the needs of the users

and production of goods required at scale with long-term progression and a roadmap in

mind and also short-term incentives for the players in the economy, all while making

sure that their collaboration is increasingly beneficial to the metaverse and the

corporate.

Building on the Virtual Lands

U-Topia Metaverse is a place that is open to all from Crypto Enthusiasts to Blockchain

experts to ordinary people alike. The U-Topia Universe has lands that are available for

anyone to buy and build buildings of their choice and needs.

What will start as barren, uninhabited lands will soon become a virtual universe inside

the metaverse. The land parcels can be used to build buildings for concerts,

conferences, office buildings, and E-Commerce stores.

There will be 5 different kinds of lands inside the metaverse namely:

● U-Topia Official Game Land (Land for the official game of U-Topia)

● Technology Hub (Technology Land for Conferences and Offices)

● Music Land (For concerts and Music Labels)

● Fashion and Commerce Land (For fashion shows, and E-Commerce Stores)

● Sports Land (for mini-games)
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Technology Hub

The Technology Hub will be used to build offices and meeting places to hold meetings

and conferences. It will also serve as a startup incubation center. It will be a

property-based development that will accommodate and foster the growth of tenant

firms. It will be so that information may be shared, creativity can be encouraged,

technology can be transmitted, and research findings can be turned into commercially

viable goods.

Music Land

The Music land will be used to build places to bring record labels as well as attract

singers to perform concerts. We are launching music island as musical heaven wherein

enthusiasts and musicians from all around the globe can chill out and discover a world

of tunes, activities, and limited-edition merchandise. Users may meet artists, participate

in engaging adventures, and get access to special stuff. Participants may also create

songs and explore sounds at virtual record labels for a realistic auditory experience.
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Fashion and Commerce Land

The Fashion and Commerce land will be used to build places to build stores that will be

connected to real-life Shopify Stores. Also, as for fashion, there will be places built for

attracting fashion shows.

In the fashion land, users can build their own shops for selling wearables and other

people can visit those shops to buy clothes and other wearables from them.

Since our metaverse has a unique difference of interoperability from other metaverses,

our wearables as NFTs will also be usable elsewhere.

Sports Land

The Sports land will be used to build places to attract game developers to build

mini-games and gamers to play them. E-Sports gaming centers and casinos will be built

inside, and E-Sports gaming competitions would be organized. It will be more oriented

towards age-group level and kids to make the metaverse accessible to every age group.

U-Topia Official Game Land

The U-Topia Official Game Land will be used to build the U-Topia Official Game. It is

well-detailed below.

Progression of the U-Topia Official Game

In most MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Real Player Games), even the most

loyal players will find themselves in a horrible lottery-style endgame with impossibly

low-rate treasure drops and repetitive excursions depleting the most passion for fresh

development.
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However, U-Topia Official Game is different.

This game gives players plenty of things to be excited about and remains committed to.

The game has an exploratory nature, so, the players will have a lot of fun while

exploring the lands where they will encounter lots of dangers in form of enemy players

and other creatures ready to fight them.

While exploring and fighting, the players will be able to unlock several perks and

bonuses. The bonuses could be in the form of NFTs or U-Gold.

They will also be able to buy in-game assets, wearables, and weapons by using U-Gold

(U-Topia Gold, the in-game currency). Additional perks and benefits are subject to the

discretion of the U-Topia Team. Therefore, the initial perks listed are non-exhaustive.

The lands are NFTs and will be filled using .glb files. When a person buys a land parcel,

they also get land builders and other Non-Playing Characters (NPCs) to help them build

their required building on the land and decorate it as they want or as per their

requirements.

U-Topia Official Game works as the main attraction of the ecosystem, this game would

bring engagement from users into challenging experiences between individuals and

communities leveraging competition between the users.

This game will justify the excitement of players inside a spatial environment and will

remains committed to it. The game has an exploratory nature, the players will have a lot

of fun while exploring the lands where they will encounter lots of dangers in form of

enemy players and other creatures ready to fight them.

While exploring and fighting, the players will be able to unlock several perks and

bonuses. They will also be able to buy in-game assets, wearables, and weapons

by using the currency. Additional perks and benefits are subject to the discretion of

the U-Topia Team. Therefore, the initial perks listed are non-exhaustive.
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Head Company

The head company of U-Topia Metaverse is ATS Corporate.

The people working for ATS Corporate have over 10 years of amazing experience in

blockchain and DeFi projects working consistently providing excellent services.

ATS solutions is a one-stop shop for all your blockchain-related solutions. It is dealing in

NFTs, Metaverse, Crypto, digital media, Blockchain-based games, Digital Fashion, KYC

(Know your Customer) and AML (Anti Money Laundering), Dapps (Decentralized Apps),

and Fintech (Financial Technology).

It is an umbrella organization for different ventures, and optimizes the management and

business processes of ventures working under the domain of blockchain, DeFi, NFTs,

and the Metaverse.

The vision for ATS Corporate is for it to become the most influential company in the

Metaverse and blockchain domain while making sure that we help them enjoy a new

perspective to life in a holistic way making sure that their life does not deviate from the

physical world. We want to help create a decentralized society that will be a

self-sustainable ecosystem with modern tools, knowledge, and systems in which people

should bring ideas and projects and we will facilitate them with consultation and funding

if needed.
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The Founders of U-Topia Metaverse

U-Topia Metaverse Team has proven capabilities and experience in Blockchain

technologies, Game Development, Marketing, and Business Operations.

The Chief Executive Officer, Emmanuel Quezada is the founder of

the U-Topia Metaverse. He has been working in Blockchain

technology for 8 years and is a certified blockchain expert. He is also

a blockchain consultant in matters of KYC, CFT, and AML.

Emmanuel is a Mexican Web 3.0 Entrepreneur. An Alumni of Blockchain Collective

Australia, he is working as a blockchain consultant for many years. For the past 1 year,

he has been actively working on developing U-Topia Metaverse. Emmanuel has a

dream to be able to communicate and connect with people all over the globe in order to

succeed as a Chief Executive of a company.

Nicolas Prevost is the co-founder of U-Topia Metaverse. He has

international experience with different brands in the licensing world.

Nicolas offers a new way to see the world through the omnichannel

strategy. He is a specialist and speaker for the past two years for Web

3.0 and Metaverse and continues to develop value-added ecosystems

for brands and companies. He has developed several projects under

licenses from Disney, Warner Bros, and Ubisoft throughout Asia. He has also worked on

a large number of projects and animations for European shopping malls with different

themes and brands.

Jeremy Mahieu is the co-founder and Head of Partnerships & IPs at

the U-Topia Metaverse, with 15 years of experience in Retail and the

Music Industry. He has relationships with the biggest records labels

such as Universal Musix, Warner Music and Sony Music. His clients

were big brands like Nike, Microsoft and Ubisoft. He built strong partnerships for

U-Topia with companies, Web3 companies, brands, artists and IPs owners, that bring a

huge value to U-Topia.
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Game Economics

U-Topia is a Metaverse with economics that goes both wide and deep, connecting with

each and every aspect of the metaverse and the in-game activities.

There are three large groups of mechanisms that are connected to the economy:

● NFTs (The keys to the U-Topia Official Game)

● Game Exploration

● The DAO

Each of these is explained below:

Pockies

Game Exploration

The DAO
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Most of the items in the metaverse come by default through production at the very start,

with the exception of upgrades and some new game equipment or loot drops.

Tokens

● U-USD (The metaverse currency, Medium of exchange, Revenue-bearing Asset)

● U-Gold (U-Topia Official Game Currency)

● U-Share (Governance Token, Tokenized Shares)

● Non-Fungible Tokens, Data wallets for P2E U-Topia Official Game)

Real Estate

Land Parcels, People who buy these lands can perform different building activities on

them. Land ownership also gives them governance rights in that location.

Items

● Weapons

● NPCs (Non-Player Characters)

● Artworks

● Buildings

● Loot Boxes

Resources

● In-game assets

● Land Builder

● Marketplace

● Coin Exchange

● AI NPCs Builder
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Economic Activities

Building in the Lands

To build in U-Topia one will first need to own one of our lands, available as NFTs on our

U-Topia marketplace or on OpenSea Marketplace.

If someone is willing to invest, they will be provided with various packages with varying

price tags. This NFT grants you access to a wide range of services, including our

U-Topia architect teams, via its smart contract.

The buyer can build whatever they want on the property acquired, relying solely on its

size.

To exhibit your NFT efforts, one may create a tiny art gallery. A user can create a shop

that is an E-Commerce store that is linked to Shopify. Also, meeting rooms can also be

constructed for conferences and meetings. Buyers can even purchase a large enough

piece of land to establish their own government and sell smaller sections as real estate.

The land's utility is determined by its proximity to other attention centers, its capacity to

host applications, and its identity. Developers and other content creators will require

U-USD in order to build on it and reach their intended audiences.
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Exploring the Lands

The user will be able to take advantage of U-Topia's themed islands to discover a

majority of original experiences around big names in entertainment.

Special quests and mini-games will offer the opportunity to participate in special events

● Musical Concert

● NFT drop

● New product launches

In addition to offering an unforgettable experience, the island will also give access to

unique marketplaces. The users will be able to attend virtual conferences, attend

musical concerts by famous singers, and visit shops.

Multilingual Tool

There will be options for multilingual people as well. People who understand some other

language can use the tool so that they can receive their related content in their specified

language. We will achieve this by using the tool TMU (Tele Meetup). TMU’s Translation

& Transcription tool has a conversational voice AI that enables interaction between

Conversational Chatbot and online Visitors and Clients to TMUscribe for speech-to-text

Transcription for 30+ languages & TMUslate for translation of the transcribed text into

other languages (80+ languages) & seamless transition of the chat to virtual interaction

or video conference with Live Agents complete with support for transcription and

translation functionality - all in one continuous session and recording in multimedia.
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Combat in the Official Game

PVE

PVE stands for Player Vs Emulator (computer). The user will evolve through different

environments where he will have to accomplish different quests and objectives in order

to progress and increase his level. These missions can be as varied as treasure hunts,

helping U-Topia's NPCs, dungeons, and other adventures. Some missions, such as the

legendary monster hunt, are best done in a group or guild to face greater danger.

PVP

PVP stands for Player Vs Player. Player

versus Player is an important part of the

U-Topia Game. Anyone can come and

face players from all over the world in the

great arena of the metaverse. We will hold

tournaments there with prize money in

form of U-Gold and the result of the

tournament will elect the champions.
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Tokenomics

Overview

There are four unique assets that are pillars of the economy of U-Topia. Each of them is

represented both on-chain and in-game/metaverse in some form. All are explained later

in the paper:

● Monetary Assets (U-USD and U-Gold, the tokens of U-Topia)

● Governance Token U-Topia Share

● NFTs (Pockies)

● Metaverse Lands Ownership

● In-game Assets (Weapons, Wearables, equipment, etc)

Economic Assets

U-Topia has two kinds of fungible tokens that fuel the economy and the operations of

the metaverse:

● U-USD

● U-Gold
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U-USD U-Gold

The U-USD is a corporate token, being

classified only as a balance token and

storage of value. It is an ERC-20 token

that can be used inside the Metaverse.

It will have an unlimited token supply

based on the collateral of the

U-Treasury. U-USD holders can use

this to acquire virtual real estate land,

purchase wearables, stake, and mint

NFTs, purchase U-Gold, and buy other

in-game assets. These tokens will be

available at the U-Topia Exchange

where U-USD holders can trade them

with fiat and cryptocurrency. U-USD is

the metaverse currency therefore,

everything will be purchased and sold

with the use of U-USD. The treasury

management would be recognized and

transparent for shareholders and

outsiders, using the technology

provided by Chainlink Proof of
Reserve we can use Banks and
Financial Institutions to hold, report
and audit the reserves that justify
our supply.

U-Gold is the in-game currency that

players may use to buy and trade

low-cost assets things in the game,

such as guns, shields, and armor. This

token has a Proof of Game Standard

allowing the unlimited supply of the

currency by user engagement, this

currency would be accepted in the

exchange only for purchasing

purposes. Allowing the economy of this

currency to develop in its own

environment without affecting the real

value of U-USD or U-Share, being

classified and clarify for the community

as a Game Asset, not being a reflection

of a Real Asset.
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U-USD

The U-USD is the first kind of U-Topia token. It is an ERC-20 token that can be used

inside the U-Topia Metaverse. It will have an unlimited token supply based on the

collateral of the U-Topia Treasury.

U-USD holders can use this to acquire virtual real estate land, purchase wearables,

stake, and mint NFTs, purchase U-Gold, and buy other in-game assets.

These tokens will be available at the U-Topia Exchange where U-USD holders can trade

them with fiat and cryptocurrency. U-USD is the metaverse currency therefore,

everything will be purchased and sold with the use of U-USD.

The treasury management would be recognized and transparent for shareholders and

outsiders, using the technology provided by Chainlink Proof of Reserve we can use

Banks and Financial Institutions to hold, report and audit the reserves that justify our

supply.

This form of collateral will help to gain institutional trust around our ecosystem and

make the possibility of a central corporate currency.

We can take examples of this kind of currency being managed by Apple, Stripe, and

Google Pay, but now with Chainlink Oracle.

We have the opportunity of having SEC and US Federal Reserve approved collateral
standards in our treasury managment, bringing transparency around it in Cross-chain

Reserves and Off-chain Reserves.

Cross-Chain Reserves

Cross-Chain reserves are sourced from the network where the reserves are held. This

includes but is not limited to networks including Bitcoin, Filecoin, Cardano, and chains

where Chainlink has a native integration.
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Chainlink Node operators can report cross-chain reserves by running an external

adapter and querying the source-chain client directly. In some instances, the reserves

are composed of a dynamic list of IDs or addresses using a composite adapter.

Off-Chain Reserves

Off-Chain reserves are sourced from APIs through an external adapter.

Off-chain reserves provide their data using the following methods:

● Third-party API: An auditor or a third party verifies the reserves and provides that

data through an API.

● Custodian API: Reserve status is read directly from a bank or custodian API

● Self-attested API: Reserve status is read from an API that the token issuer hosts.

Chainlink Documentation. (2022). Proof of Reserve Feeds. [online] Available at:

https://docs.chain.link/data-feeds/proof-of-reserve/.
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Conclusion

Thanks to our technology, Banks and Financial Institutions can become asset validator

bringing data to our shareholders about the physical treasury.

Utility of U-USD

➢ Purchasing in-game assets such as weapons, clothes, pets, and land.

➢ Store of Value

➢ Gas fees currency

As an asset, U-USD is a long-term store-of-value that incentivizes governance of the

U-Topia economy for its long-run production. The U-Topia DAO will be tasked with the

minting, distribution, and redistribution of U-USD within the U-Topia treasury, and earns

portions of the returns in U-USD for the developments they vote to fund. From a

long-term perspective, DAO governors will ultimately be able to drive the direction of

Metaverse development.
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Other areas of more immediate focus include:

● Economic Revisions

● Feature Releases

● Asset Release Schedules

How U-USD will be acquired?

● Primary Issuance: The U-Topia team may directly sell U-USD tokens to potential

governors

● Secondary Markets: Can be bought and sold on secondary markets, but come

with a finite variety of lockup/vesting schedules

● In-game Rewards: Completing certain missions in-game

● Metagame Rewards:

➢ Actively attracting new users that stay for some amount of time or

generate some amount of value

➢ Organize existing users into guilds/factions and more, based on what

these guilds/factions produce

➢ Guilds/Alliances will be rewarded with an amount of U-USD based on how

long they have actively participated in the universe. The reward structure

will be calibrated to disincentivize

● Governance Participation: Staking in the DAO and being active

● Meta-economics Rewards: Liquidity provision on DeFi entities
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U-Gold

U-Gold is the form of currency/income in the game. The market clears at the price at

which the buy-side perceives the value of the production of in-game assets, as U-Gold

can be earned within the game.

U-Gold is created to reward in-game activities. The U-Topia DAO can adjust the

parameters regulating monetary rewards for different in-game activities, both on the

global level and granularly, per activity type.

Players may use it to buy and trade things in the game, such as guns, shields, and

armor. U-USD may also be purchased via in-game exchange centers, where users can

swap their U-USD for U-Gold.

This token will be used for the Play-to-Earn mode, it would be listed in our public

exchange and be bought at the exchange with U-USD (1 U-USD = # U-Gold).

U-Gold can also be traded for U-USD either in the official exchange center managed by

the U-Topia Labs or in U-Topia Bank where players can directly exchange their U-Gold

and U-USDs and the banks will act as the escrow.

It can be used to purchase in-game items like basic armor, shields, and any basic

leveling-up items. When a character is newly created, that character will be given some

basic tools for leveling up.

An example is a knife for killing low-level monsters and healing potions to recover

Health Points (HP). U-Gold will be used to buy in-game items that are not NFTs, i.e.,

items sold by NPCs.

U-Gold can be collected or earned through winning quests or defeating in-game

monsters. Monsters will only drop items after it is killed, and players will have to trade

the dropped items for U-Gold in town where Non-Playing Characters (NPCs) are

located.
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U-Share

U-Topia Metaverse Corporate will offer its shares in form of tokenized shares as

U-Share Tokens. Offering a company’s shares for sale and repurchasing at a given

price sends a strong price signal. Thereby uncertainty about the true value of the

company is reduced.

An asset is more valuable to investors if it can be sold at any point in time, in the event

of an individual liquidity need. By enabling employees, clients, and suppliers to take a

stake in the company they work with and believe in, we enable a much better alignment

of the interest of stakeholders and shareholders, and the possibility to create

community-owned businesses. Aktionariat will provide us with the legal foundation for

creating and trading our digital shares.

Legal Foundation

With the amendments to the Swiss Code of Obligations that came into force on

01.02.21, the concept of register value rights was introduced. Article 973d defines

ledger-based securities as a right (1) that is registered in a securities ledger and (2)

which can only be asserted via a securities ledger. A securities ledger on DLT

(Distributed Ledger Technology), such as a blockchain, meets the requirements for a

securities ledger set out in Article 973d (2) CO.
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The below diagram shows what the company formation will look like:

Ownership Scale

The diagram made below shows how the ownership will be divided on a scale:
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U-App

Inside our DApp, people will be able to buy and sell digital assets. The interoperability

framework would be managed with 3 key essential mechanisms.

Wallet

The wallet will help us to acquire the KYC/AML data to be compliant with governments

in the onboarding of users.

Whit this wallet integration we have the opportunity to bring portability over assets not

only to our metaverse as well to other metaverses being developed by other protocols

creating the concept of Open Metaverse. Moreover, the wallet would integrate parental

control on Digital Assets and Metaverse Time Spending.

NFT Marketplace

The Marketplace will help us to create offers and demand on digital assets and bring

utility to our tokens. Multicurrency Marketplace Code has been already acquired

allowing us to do asset portability.

The liquidity of our Exchange would be coming from Binance with Trading APIs,

allowing us to have access to their asset liquidity and automating our processes in asset

procurement.

CEX

The registration of a CEX (Centralized Exchange) is the essential purpose of the

Metaverse's growth since users will need to be on board in multiple currencies.
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Due to market problems around assets custodial, we would be integrating the Link

Program that Binance has to onboard exchanges under their umbrella for the trading of

digital assets.

Binance Link Program enables enterprise clients to build their business with Binance

technology while earning commission from trading fees by leveraging Binance's liquidity

and market depth.

This link allows us to have the main uses of Binance CEX:

● Liquidity

● Fiat Gateway

● Sub-Account

● Rebate

With a Spot, Margin, Futures, and Options API trading for over 300 Digital and Fiat

currencies. API trading provides a testing environment, API documentation, and Sample

Code in 6 languages. Suitable for HFT, Social Trader, and Strategy trading.
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Digital Assets Acquisition

With the IP partnerships we have, we are allowed to bring mainstream Intellectual

Property NFTs to our metaverse and sell them as digital assets offering real experiences

and games with licenses with existing reputations in the market. We will target a Web

2.0 market of fans who collect and need irrefutable proof of authenticity.

Primary Market

Sold in auctions similar to other assets, like existing posters. The Land will be issued by

the U-Topia team and sold with U-USDs, or stablecoins (USDC, USDT, etc.)

Secondary Market

Existing asset owners may sell their parcels and/or buildings they develop on an

in-game marketplace in exchange for U-USD inside U-Topia Marketplace and they

would be able to trade it on secondary markets like OpenSea and Rarible.
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Lands in the U-Topia Official Game

The U-Topia Official game consists of three lands inside the metaverse which are all

part of the game and the user has to interact with each of them to go until the end. The

details of these lands are given below:

Orego

Orego is the starting point for new players. It is a free-to-play island. This small arbitrary

magical island is where players will be able to gain skills and level up. After reaching a

certain level, players will be forced to sail out of Orego to Dystopia. But players should

be ready, when they leave Orego, they can never come back, and the world outside

Orego is a cruel one.

Dystopia

When players leave Orego, the horrendous world of Dystopia awaits them, here the

players have to survive fighting other players on their travel to U-Topia. They have to

navigate through Dystopia with the help of pockie which can be bought at the

marketplace. They have to defeat other players on the way. If they defeat other players,

they get to collect the other player’s assets and NFTs automatically.

Mystery Island

A utopia typically describes an imaginary community or society that possesses highly

desirable or nearly perfect qualities for its members. This floating city in the sky will

resemble perfection and is the ultimate destination for all players. Here, players will be

able to deposit their in-game items and/or their valuable NFTs lowering the risk of it

being taken by other players if they ever get defeated in battles.
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Roadmap

2022 Q1

● U-Topia project research and

planning

2022 Q2

● Web Browser + Unity Prototype

Build

● Game Environment Creation

● Game Story Creation

● Starting IPs negociations

● Social Media Launch

● Website Release

2022 Q3

● Community Organic Growth

● Private Fundraising

● Whitelist Launch Drop

● NFT DROP: Pockies (Minting

allowable)

● YouTube Channel Launch

2022 Q4

● Shares Initial Private Offer (U-Share

to be released to Private Market)

● Marketing Communication Initial

Game Offers (Utility/Gameplay/

Animation Video)

● Website Shop + Marketplace

Integration

2023 Q1

● Website Launch of Real Estate Areas

(Land)

● Marketplace Item In-Game

Integration

● Whitelist Drop Public Sale Land

(NFT) > Building in the safe zone of

the game + Partner Integration

● Dystopia First Map Full Build and

Beta Access

● Great Arena PVP Championship on

the

● Dystopia Map (Tournament Launch

+ Twitch)

2023 Q2

● Beta Game Release + Desktop

Launcher

● Full Map Release

(Orego/Dystopia/Private Land)

● Launch of the Legendary Event

(Discover U-Topia)
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